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An Active Observer
Abstract
In this paper we present a framework for research into the development of an Active Observer. The
components of such an observer are the low and intermediate visual processing modules. Some of these
modules have been adapted from the community and some have been investigated in the GRASP
laboratory, most notably modules for the understanding of surface reflections via color and multiple views
and for the segmentation of three dimensional images into first or second order surfaces via
superquadric/parametric volumetric models. However the key problem in Active Observer research is the
control structure of its behavior based on the task and situation. This control structure is modeled by a
formalism called Discrete Events Dynamic Systems (DEDS).
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1 Abstract

tions by color and multiple views. An important finding
of this work, which will be described in detail in Section
In this paper we present a framework for research into
2, is that multiple view points provide usef~ilinformation
the development of an Active O b s e r v e r . The comfor discriminating between specular and Lambertian reponents of such an observer are the low and intermediflections both from dielectrics and from metals. In Secate visual processing modules. Some of these modules
tion 3, we shall describe a system for the segmentation
have been a,dapted from the community and some have
of a three dimensional scene into compollents that can
been investigated in the GRASP laboratory, most nobe modeled by superquadric parametric fit. This system
tably modules for the understanding of surface reflecuses, in cooperation, surface segmentation, contour segtions via color and multiple views and for the segmenmentation and gross volumetric segmentatioll in order to
tation of three dinlensional images into first or second
arrive a t the proper result. The scenes are of moderate
order surfaces via superquadric/parametric volumetric
complexity (up to 10 parts), but no other assumptions
models. However t h e key problem in Active Observer
are made about objects or their parts. This work points
research is the control structure of its behavior based
to the common fact that one module or cue or approach
on the task and tlie situation. This control structure is
cannot handle the perceptual variety of the data that
modeled by a formalism called Discrete Events Dynamic
the real world, even in moderate comple~it~y,
represents.
Systems (DEDS).
Multiple cues are necessary and hence a great deal of
thought has to go into the integration policy and control
structure. In Section 4, we present a formal model of
an observer agent. This model is based on the theory of
We are intere~t~ed
in t*he development of an Active ObDiscrete Event Dynamic Systems (DEDS), wllicli allows
server. An Active Observer is an agent which has capaus
to unequivocally predict the ~bservat~ion
~apahilit~ies
bilities to observe scenes. objects, situations and deliver
of an observer. In order for this to occur, the observer
the observed information to human, manipulatory, and
must know the discrete events of the task. So far this
mobile agents. Naturally there are more questions than
is
done by the designer. Finally, in Section 5 we show
answers. We sliall list. a few \vhich are of particular inthe
recent development of a CC,D chip (the Retina) \vit,h
terest to us. What a.re t,he con~ponents/modules that
such an observer must hase? How are these com~onents space variant resolution. Details are described in this
sectlon.
interconnect.ed, i.e. what is the architecture of such an
agent? Some of the modules correspond to certain vithat our observer has
3 Understandine:
sual cues. We take as a given
" of Reflection
several such cues. In that. case, the subsequent quesProperties Using Color and Multiple
tion is how are the results from these cues integrated?
Views
When are thev invoked? How is the selection Drocess
conducted/guided? Which cue is employed and when?
Recently there has been a growing interest, in the detecFinally, what kind of information/messages is delivered
tion
of specularity in both basic and applied computer
by the observer t o other agents?
vision research. In general, the detection of specula.riTowards t,his end, for tlie last two years we have conties from a single gray-level image is a physically undercentrated 0' the develo~"'e"', of t~heoreticaland e r ~ e r i collstrailled problem,
lllore ~ l l ~ o r l l l a ~needs
~ o , l r,o be
mental ullderstailding of some of the cues/components,
collected in physically sensible ways to solve the probsome cues' integration and selection, and control stratelem. Successful development of an algorithm for image
gies for observat,ion capabi1it.y. In particular, in cue dedata collection and interpretatioil necessarily depends
velopinent me have tried to understand surface reflecon - models that describe how surfaces appear
- * ~ ~ k ~ ~ ya,.p
~ l ~~~~t
~ d N0014-88-I<-0630,
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ taccording
:
to the illuminatioil and reflectance properties
and sensor characteristics. Recently the computer vlA F O S R Grants 88-0244,XFOSR 88-0296;Army/DAAL 03sion field has increasingly incorpora.ted metliodologies
89-C-0031PRI;NSF Grants C I S E / C D A 88-22719, IRI 8906770;and Dupont Corporation
derived from physical principles of image formation and

sensing [?I. So far there have been three types of approaches t o solving the problem of specularity detection
through the collection of more images: (1) with different light directions, (2) with different sensor polarization
angles, and ( 3 ) with different color sensors.
T h e photometric-stereo-type approaches consider the
specular and Lambertian reflectance properties for obtaining object shape using more than two light directions
[4] [9] [ll]. Since the direction and the degree of the
collimation of the illumination need to be strictly controlled, application of the approach is restricted to darkroom environments. The pola.rization method analyzes
the polarization of reflected light and detects specularities from dielectrics and metals [12]. The polarization
approach places some restrictions on the incident illumination direction with respect t o surface orientation.
T h e dichromatic model [lo] proposed by Shafer has
been the key model t o the recent specularity detection
algorithms using color [8] [5] [6] 131. The basic limitation of the color algorithms is that objects must be only
colored dielectrics to use the dichromatic model. For
color image segmentation, it is usually assumed that object surface reflectance is spatially piecewise uniform in
color and that scene illu~ninationis singly colored. We
have previously developed a color image segmentation
algoritllm for the separation of diffuse, as well as sharp,
specularit.ies and inter-reflections from Lambertian reflections [3].
. .
Our recent research has focused on the developnlent
of some specula.rity det.ection or separation met'hods that
only require lnodification of sensors but not any modification of environments. In other words, they are methods that are active in inodifying sensors but passive in
modifying environ1nent.s. There are two kinds of inodification of environments: relocat.ion and re-orientation of
objects by robot manipulation, and illumination change.
The prillle example of the illumination change is the
light, switching for t . 1 ~photomet.ric-stereo-type methods. Since illunlination ligllting needs t,o be strictly controlled, the photometric-stereo-type approaches are applicable only for inspect,ion in dark rooms.
Strict illumination control is not always possible in
investigat.ing surface reflection properties in many general environment,^. Esa.mples include outdoor inspection, indoor or outdoor navigation, and exploratory environment.~.Even for indoor inspection, a well controlled
dark room is not always available.
For general environlllents without strict illumination
control, only sensors a.re cont,rollable, and color and polarization can be the possible cues. Another possibility
is t,o move the observer, which has not been used for investigating reflect.ion propert,ies in computer vision. T11e
idea of inovillg the observer was directly motivated by
t,he concept, of active vision [2]. For low-level vision problems of shape or structure, it has been demonstrated that
inany ill-posed problems become well-posed if more information is collected by active sensors [I]. Although
the paradigms for shape or structure based on feature
correspondence ca,nnot be directly applied to the study
of reflechnce propert.ies, t.he idea of a moving observer
mot,ivated the investiga.t,ionof new principles by physical

modeling in obtaining more information.
In this paper, we suggest the use of multiple views
for the detection of specularity by introducing two a l g e
rithms. The first algorithm, called spectral differencing,
uses color information from a small number of multiple
views. The second algorithm is called view sampling.
Using many views of gray-level images collected in wide
angle, the view sampling reconstructs object structure
and detects specularities. An important principle used
for the algorithms is the Lambertian consistency, which
is the well-known fact that the Lambert,ian reflection
does not change its brightness and spectral content depending on viewing directions, but the specular reflection or the mixture of Lambertian and specular reflections can change.
A problem associated with the use of multiple views
with color is what kind of extra spectral information can
be obtained by moving a color camera without considering object geometry. If there is any, it may alleviate
the limiting assumptions imposed on the object and illumination domain for the color segment at ion approaches,
and provide higher confidence in detecting specularities.
The spectral differencing algorithm is based on the
observation that any presence of specular reflections call
be inferred by the difference in the distribution of pixel
colors between t,wo color images. According to the Lambertian consistency, the color distribution of pixels from
only Lambertian reflections should he consistent regardless of view points. On the other hand, specularities
or the mixture of specular and Lainbertian reflections
ca.n change the distribution of pixel colors het,ween two
views.
The spectral differencing algorithm does not require
any assistance from image segmentation and geometrical manipulation. Since the algorithm does not rely on
the seglnentation and the dichromatic model, it is applicable t.o dielectric objects with nonuniforln reflectance
and 111etals under multiply colored illumination. Figures 1 and 2 show two dielectric objects with variation in reflectance and a metallic object in neut.ral reflectance color. Two fluorescent light tubes and a tungsten light bulb are used for illumination and there are
inter-reflections from the walls. MSD(0 - 1) shows the
regions of new color distribution in view 0 compared t,o
view 1, and MSD(1 -- 0) the regions of new color distribution in view 1 compared to view 0. Under multiply
colored and extended illuminat.ion, it can be seen that,
most of the specularities are detected by the spectral
differencing.
Another approach we introduce is to obtain reflection
properties using only multiple views without any color
information. With densely sampled views in wide angle and with known viewing directions, the view sanlpling algorithnl reconstructs object structure as \veil as
detects specularities from Lambertian reflections. The
view sampling algorithm is applicable to dielectrics and
metals.
If object structure is reconstructed assunling the Lambertian consistency for both Lambertian and specular reflections, t#he~ t ~ r u c t u rreconstructed
e
from t,he specular
reflect.ions ~vouldnot in general represent. the real object

Figure 1: Spectral differencing

surface, while the one reconst.ructed from the Lambertian reflections does. By emmining the differently reconstructed object struct.ures from specular and Lambertian
~
types and the
reflections. we can identify t . 1 reflection
real object structure.
We adopted an algorithnl for computerized tomography through photometric mocleling for the reconstruction of object structure. Figure 3 shows the camera control scheme and Figure 4 (a) shows 4 out of 30 view samples of a gray dielectric object from different view points.
Figure 4 ( c ) and ( d ) show t,he reconstructed structures
at. the cross sect.ions 1 and 2 illustrat,ed in Figure 4 (b),
respectively. As shown in Figure 4 (c) and (d), the structure reconstructed from specularities a t the cross section
2 is different froin t.he real object surface reconstructed
Iy Lambertian reflections.
The future direction of our studies is the integration of
Inany cues in the light. of active vision [2]. Active vision
ilivolves not only the modeling of physical sensing and
data processing for visioil lnodules (local model), but
also the control of the modules (global model). Global
models characterize the overall performance and make
predictions on how the individual modules will interact,
which in tsurii determines how intermediate results are
combined. It is the global model that analyzes and combines the information from Inany visual cues t o assign
stable descript.ors. For inore st.able descriptions of reflection properties in more general environments. it is
desirable to extract estra information from a synergistic
combinat.ion of multiple cues. The spectral differencing
algorithm demonst.rates t.he synergy from the combination of color and multiple views. There are also potentials for est,ra information from the combination of color,
polarization and 1nult.iple views.

Figure 2: Spectral differencing

view k

,

object region
Figure 3: View sampling

4

Surface and Volumetric Segmentation
of Complex 3-D Objects Using
Parametric Shape Models

The problem of part definition, description, and decomposition is central t.o shape recognition systems. In this
paper we present, an integrated framework for segmenting dense range data of complex 3-D scenes into their
constituent part,s in terms of surface (bi-qua.drics) and
volumetric (superquadrics) primitives, without a priori
domain l<nowledge or stored models. Our objective is
to recover a structured description of complex 3-D objects, guided entirely by the geometric properties of the
shape models. The resulting decomposition into parts
is very useful for the high-level processes, which can attach domain specific labels to the parts, and reason a t a
level where the visual input is structured in terms of geometric primitives, rather than cope with the difficulties
of low-level vision and a huge amount of unstructured
data.
Since t,lle shapes have to be recovered from raw data,
it is not possible to invoke c o i n ~ l e xnlodels (models with
hundreds of degrees of freedom) straight away. It is,
however, feasible and perceptua.11~less ambiguous to use
simpler but powerful models that can capture the local
and global properties of the object shapes, and provide a
first approxiillation to t,he more complex models. With
computability, simplicity, and the utility of the shape
representation as our nlajor concerns, we use bi-quadrics
and superquadrics as our surface and volumetric models
respect.ively. We develop SUPERSEG (SUPERquadric
SEGmentation), a coiltrol structure to effectively carry
out the decomposition of complex objects in range images, and a.ddress t,he numerous issues encountered in a
c1at.a-driven botto~n-upapproacll [13; 14; 151.
The SUPERSEG system 5 has five illajor components:
namely, t8hebi-quadric surface segmentation nodule; the
nodule for est.racting surface properties and adjacency
relationships: t,he superquadric model recovery module;
the residua.1 generat.ion and analysis module; and the
control module for superquadric-based segmentation.
4.1

Surface S e g m e n t a t i o n : Bi-quadric M o d e l s

The surface segmentatioll is performed by a novel localto-global it,erative regression approach of searching for
t,lle best piecewise description of t.he data in terms of
hi-quadric inodels [IG; 171. The model-recovery module consists of indepe~ident~ly
extrapolating all the seedregions and fitting the model using the least-squares regression method. The region-growing is controlled by
a. compatzbilify-coi~strni~~~i,
whose value depends on tlle
noise due to sensor and quantization, as well as the allowed t,olerance between t,he shapes of the model a ~ l dunderlying data. Seed-regions are placed in a grid-pattern
all over the image, and allowed to grow until they are eit,ller conlpletely grown or rejected by the model-selection
procedure (which maximizes a linear benefit-cost funct,ion). 1nstea.d of first, growing all the regions and then
invoking the model-selection procedure (Recover-thenselect), tlie model-recovery and model-selection processes are clynamically combined (Recover-and-select) t.o

w
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Figure 5: The SUPERSEG system: A framework for
surface and volumetric segmentation.
achieve a computationally feasible and robust method
capable of rejecting outliers and determining it,s dolllain
of applicability.
4.1.1

Refining S u r f a c e S e g m e n t a t i o ~ Sr
l
E x t r a c t i n g Surf'ace p r o p e r t i e s
The bi-quadric segmenta.tion achieved 1)y t,he above
procedure needs refinelllent before it can be used a.s a n
intermediat,e segment,a.tion by superquadric-based volume segmentation. Also, the coefficients of the secondorder surfaces have infornlation about orientation a.nd
surface-type (convex or concave) inherent in them. The
orientation information is tremendously useful in aligning the major axis of cylindrical superquadric models.
Further, due to the compatibility-constraint. regions intersecting to form surface normal discontinuities (C1)
overlap in the vicinity of the discontinuity. t,hereby localizing it. We developed a systelnatic method for tracing
the biquadric intersection curve, which is used t,o refine
the segmentation as well a s to localize the discontinuities
(edges) and t.o characterize them as convex or concave.
I11 addition, a surface adjacency graph (SAG) is constructed with surface patches as nodes and discontinuitytype as edges between them. The information extracted
froill the bi-quadric patches is used to generate and test
hypotheses by the volumetric segmenhtion module.
4.2 S u p e r q u a d r i c s : V o l u m e t r i c P a r t - M o d e l s
Superquadric models are convex part-models (except tlie
bent models) that can be recovered for a given set of
3-D points by minimizing a function based on the modified implicit. inside-outside superquadric function [18; 19;

151. This formulation enforces a minimum volume constraint as well as a surface constraint, but is incapable
of decomposing the da.ta set if no appropriate convex
model can he found in the model vocabulary. Thus, the
superquadric model recovery module is adequate only
for recovering an optimal inodel (if oriented correctly)
given a data set, but not for segmenting it. To decide
whether a recovered model is adequate for the given data
set, we have developed an exhaustive set of criteria comprised of qualitative and quantitative measures. Quantitative measures are the normalized global deviation of
the inodel from data. The deviation can be the insideoutside function value, or can be measured along the
direction of the viewpoint (2-residuals for a range scanner), or along the direction of the minimum distance of
a point from the model (Euclidean distance). The qualitative measures are the 'local' residuals characterized
by the clusters of 3-D points that are either inside the
model, or on the model, or outside the model. Both
qualitative and quantitat'ive measures are necessary for
co~npleteevaluation of a recovered model.
4.3

V o l u m e t r i c Segmentation: The C o n t r o l
Strategy

I11 view of the fact that volumetric models don't have
good surface support (as opposed to bi-quadric models),
they cannot be recovered by following exclusively the estrapolation method (local-teglobal) used by bi-quadrics.
In order to obt.ain a n optinla1 piecewise-convex volumetric segmentation, it is necessary t o proceed global-tolocal, where da.t.a.is decon~posedonly if the globa.1 model
is inadequate. This allows controlled residual-driven decoinposit,ion of 3-D data, as also introduction of an objective evaluation criteria for an acceptable description.
However. the global-t,elocal method can be aided by the
hi-quadric segmentation in forining hypotheses about
convex co~libinat,ionof surfaces. which although is not.
true in general ( a n L shape for example), can significantly reduce the coiiiput~ationaloverhead if true for a
particular part,. Previous researchers have assumed that
a 1-to-1 mapping esist,s between surface patches and superquadric models, which is also not true in general. But
it does provide a pla.narity check for the patches, as well
as the orientation and shape of tlie individual patches in
3-space.
Thus, a strategy that combines the bi-quadric inforination wit.11 the global-t,elocal residual-driven method
is no st effective in recursively segmenting the scene to
derive the part-structure [1:3]. A set of acceptance criteria based on t,lie quant,it,ative and qualitative measures
provide the objective evaluation of intermediate descript,ions, and decide \vhet,l~erto t,erlninate the procedure,
or selectively refine the segmentat.ion, or generate negative volu~nedescript,ion. The control module ge1ierat.e~
hypotheses about superquadric models a t clusters of underestiinated da.ta a,nd performs controlled extrapolatioil
of part-models by shrinking the global model. The recursive splitting of data results in a hierarchical partstructure comprising of global and local models. The
results of colilplete processing of the range image of a
macllined object (from NIST) is shown in Figure 6.

We have tested the SUPERSEG system on real range
images of scenes of varying complexity, including objects
with occluding parts, and scenes where surface segmentation is not sufficient t o guide the volumetric segmentation. Some of the applications of our approach include,
data reduction, 3-D object recognition, geometric modeling, automatic model generation, object manipulation,
qualitative vision, and active vision.

5

A Framework for Visual Observatioil

In this work we establish a framework for the general
problem of observation, which may be applied to different kinds of visual tasks. We define "intelligent"
high-level control mechanisms for the observer in order
t o achieve efficiency in recognizing different processes
within a specific dynamic system. The intelligent observer is able to recognize the visual tasks, understands
the meaning of the scene evolution and successfully reports on the current visual state. It is obvious that there
is a need for high-level interpretation of a.ctions within
the environment and to have guarantees for observation
capabilit,ies and stability within the viewing mechanism.
The framework is a predictable one that sa.tisfies the folloiring genera.1 requirements:
Recognizes visual tasks and events
Repositions itself adaptively and intelligently.
Operates in real time.
Asserts and reports on distiitcl and Olscreie visual
states.
Utilizes the continuous pa.ra.n~et,ric
evolut.ion of the
visual ~ y s t ~ e m .
hcconimodates visual uncertainties
We concentrate on observiilg a manipulation process
in order t.o illustrate the ideas and ~notivebehind our
framework. The process of observing a robot hand manipulating an object is very crucial for many robotic and
manufacturing tasks. It is important to know in an automated manufacturing environine~itwhether the robot
hand is doing the correct sequence of operations on an
object (or more than one object). It might be a fact that
the workspace of the robotic manipulator cannot be accessed by humans, as in the case of some space applications or some areas within a nuclear plant, for example.
I11 such a case, having another robot "look" at tlie process is a very good option. Thus, the observation process
can be thought of as a stage in a closed-loop fully autoinated syst.ern where there are robots who perform the
required manipulation task and sonie other robots who
observe them and correct their actions when something
goes wrong. Typical manipulation processes include
grasping, pushing, pulling, lifting, squeezing, screlving
and unscrewing. In this work, we address the problem
of observing a single hand inanipulating a single object
and recognizing what the hand is doing. No feedback
will be supplied to the manipulating robot t,o correct its
actions. We divide the problem into three major conlponents. First, we identify a high-level fralnework for
the visual st.at.es. Nest,, we define the event,s t,hat cause

- ----

Concave edge

Convex edge

Figure 6: The NIST object: Top: T h e range image and its bi-quadric surface segmentation. Center: the (2'1 (surface
normal) edges nlarked a t t,he overlapping parts of the surfaces. Following a procedure similar to the intersectio~l
cleaning, tlle edges are marked as convex or concave and a surface adjacency graph (SAG) is constructed. Bottom:
The three it.erat.ions of the g l o l ~ a l - t ~ l o c procedure
al
to extra.ct t.he part-structure.
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Figure 8: Propagation of Uncertainty

3-D modules to recover a set of parameters that define
Figure 7: A Model for a Grasping Task
state transitions. Fina.lly, we utilize visual uncertainties
to assert the state of the system.
5.1 S t a t e S p a c e M o d e l i n g
M'e use a discrete event dynamic system as a high-level
structuring skelet.on to model the visual nlanipulation
system. Discre1.e event dynamic systems (DEDS) are dynamic systelns (typically asynchronous) in which state
t.ransitions are triggered by the occurrence of discrete
events in t,he system. Our forlnulation uses the knowledge about, the system and t.he different actions in order t o solve the observer problem in an efficient, stable and practical way. The model incorporates different handlobject relatCionshipsand the possible errors in
the manipulation actions. It also uses different tracking
mechanisms so that the observer can keep track of the
workspace of the manipulating robot. A framework is
developed for t.he liand/object int.eraction over time and
a stabilizing observer is const.ructed. The construction
process ut*ilizesa task-dependent coarse quantization of
the manipulation actions in order to attain an active,
adaptive and goal-directed sensing mechanism. An exalnple of a DEDS autolnaton for a simple grasping task
is shown in Figure 7.

-

Event Idel~tificatioii
Low-level modules are developed for recognizing the
"events" that cause state tra.nsitions within the dynamic
manip~lat~ion
system. To he able to observe ho~vthe
events evolve over time. we must. be able t o identify ho\v
t.he hand moves and how the hand/object physical rela.t.ionship evolves over t,ime. We use a mix of 2-D and
5.2

the coiltiit~tousparametric evolution of the scene under
observation. Three dimensiona.1 evolution of the hand
motiori is recovered by tracking a set of features a ~ i d
two-dimensional cues t o the number of objects and their
relative location; two dimensional motion with respect,
t o the manipulating hand is recovered in real-time. The
recovered events are then used t o assert state transitions
within the DEDS automata. We also recover uucertainties associated with the visual event recovery and utilize
them for navigating the observer automat,a..
5.3 Utilizing Uilcertainties
This work examines closely the possibilities for errors,
mistakes and uncertainties in the visual manipulation
system, observer constructioll process and event identification mechanisms. We divide the problem into a number of major levels for developing uncerta.inty models in
the observation process. The propagation of uncertainty
is sho\vn in Figure 8.

The sensor level models deal with the problems in
mapping 3-D features to pisel coordinates and the errors
incurred in that process. \Ve identify these uncertainties
and suggest a framework for modeling them. The nest
level is the extraction strategy level, in which we develop
models for t.he possibility of errors in the low-level image
processing modules used for identifying features that are
t o be used in computing the 2-D evolution of the scene
under consideration. In the following level. \Ireutilize the
geometric and mechanical properties of t,he hand and/or
object to reject unrealistic estimates for 2-D m0vement.s
that might have been obtained from the first two levels. We transfornl the 2-D uncertainty ~nodelsinto 3D uncertainty models for the st>ructureand motion of
the entire scene. The nest level uses the equatiolis that.

Figure 9: Experimental Setting
govern the 2-D to 3-D relationship to perform tlie conversion. We then reject the improbable 3-D uncertainty
models for motion and structure estimates by using the
existing information about. the geometric and mechanical
properties of the moving coinponents in the scene. The
highest level is the DEDS formulation with uncertainties,
in which st.ate transitions and event identification is asserted according to the 3-D lnodels of uncertainty that
were developed in tlie previous levels, and error recovery
is perfor~nedaccording to the ordering of the recovered
distributions.

The approach used can be considered as a framework for
a variety of visual tasks, as it lends itself to be a practical and feasible solut.ion that uses existing information
in a robust and modular fashion. The work esalnines
closely tlie possibilities for errors and uncertainties in
tlie ~nanil>ulat~ion
system. 01,server construction process
and event identification mechanisms. Ambiguities are allowed to develop and are resolved after finite time: recovery mechanisms are devised too. Details of the observer
system can he found in [20; 21; 22; 231. Theoretical and
experimental aspects of the work support adopting the
framework as a new basis for performing task-oriented
recognition, inspection and observation of visual phenomena. Tlle observer and manipulating robots experimental setup is shown in Figure 9.

6

Spatio-Variant Seilsillg

Traditional imaging for robotics vision lias relied almost exclusively on comlnon commercial imagers, not.ably television format sensors. Their advantages are
clear: the ca.meras are inexpensive and readily available,
and the salnpling of the data is on a "natural" cartesian (x,y) grid. These sensors have placed enornlous demands. however, on processing architectures. Tlie problem is not only t.liat image alialysis is an ill-defined task

in the real world, but that we have only very expensive
machines that can begin t o process the data.
Over the last seven years an international team, led by
Van der Spiegel a t the University of Pennsylvania, Sandini at DIST in Italy, and Claeys at IMEC in Belgium,
designed, built, and tested a new imaging chip called the
Retina [24]. The new camera serves as the foundation
to a new approach to robotics vision. We shift the focus
at the systems level from gathering better data and designing machines to analyze it to gathering data for the
computing resources that exist. The result is a prototype
sensor that reduces the computational complexity of the
problem by three orders of magnitude and, if scaled to
commercial cameras, by six orders [25].
The Retina attempts t o model the gross characteristics of the primate visual system in a mathematically
elegant way. The computational savings arise from the
same mechanism the eye uses, namely, to maintain one
area of high resolution on the focal plane and to drop
the resolution elsewhere. The mathematical expression
of this is a log-polar mapping. That niapping transforms a polar data space, wliere a point P lias the polar
coordinates (r,theta), by taking the logaritlim of tlie expression for the point:

This mapping has the useful property of separating rotations (changes in theta) from magliificatiolls (changes
in r ) . If tlie sensor has a uniform sampling grid in u (In
( r ) ) ,then the spatial grid in r will espollentlally grow as
distance from the center grows. This models the growth
of the receptive fields in primate ret,inas.
The Retina layout in Figure 10 implements this mapping by sampling in ( I * , theta) a t points matching a uniform (u, v ) grid. Tlie sensor clearly lins rotational symmetry and exponentially decreasing resolution. Tlie circular section contains only 1920 pixels (30 circles of 64
pixels/circle); at the center is a dense rectangular grid of
102 additional photosites [26]. The cells grow fast: the
outermost circle is over ten times as wide as the innermost. This leads directly t o the small pixel count.
Tlie chip, with its custom driving electronics, is now
working a t t.he GRASP laboratory [27] and is producing
good pictures as shown in Figure 11.
Clearly visible in the data space is the large magnification of t,he inner circles. The outer section provides
much poorer data, with pixels widely spaced and averaging the incident light over a larger area. Still they do
not provide useless information.
The nature of the information has changed, however.
No longer do we get high quality data across the focal
plane. Indeed, we assume from the st.art. t,liat. we do not.
try to build a model of tlie world in one step. Instead,
we use the periphery to guide our attention-where we
point the camera. Implicit here is the idea. of a n active
observer. The Retina, just sitting on a bench waiting
for an object to enter its high-resolution spot, is useless.
We must actively build the world by moving the camera,
using the periphery to suggest candidates for attention.
The cost of using this sensor might be considered liigli.
Tlie new data space will require rewriting or adaptiiig

Figure 10: T h e Retina CCD Imager

Figure 11: Picture of a mouse from t,he camera. centered between tlie buttons ( t o t,he left) ancl ball. 'I'l~epicture 011
the left, is in the mapped plane: t,he vertical axis is c ( r : , t,he angle of the point, increases moviilg cIon.~rt.he axis) and
tlie horizontal is rr ( ( I . t,lie log of the radial dist.ance of the point, increases to the right). T h e t,rialigl(! a t the upper
left of the i ~ ~ i a gise tlaca relnapped hack onto a cartesian grid.

I

all our tools for the cartesian plane; this is the primary
cost outside the hardware development. The advantages,
however, suggest profit. The Retina has some one hundred times fewer pixels than a st,andard television camera, which drastically reduces the computational burden
of analysis, bringing it within the abilities of modern
machines. The gains also include the rich mathematical structure of the mapping. That structure simplifies
pattern matching by making rotations and magnifications linear shifts in the data space, and speeds time-toimpact measurements by looking only at a radial flow.
Some distortions introduced by the mapping, such as
translational variance (which is linear translations becoming curves in the data space) also disappear in an
active observer, where for example attention and tracking a~tomat~ically
compensate for linear motion.
Since the sensor began working this summer, our focus
a t the GRASP laboratory has been redeveloping traditional image processing tools. Our work has looked at
edge detection in the new data space, detecting lines using a Hough algorithm, calculating the centroid of an object, and measuring time-to-impact. Each of these areas
requires an analysis of their mathematical basis under
the log mapping and coding the results on real images.
All algorithnls must furt,her be computationally simple
to work in a real-time environment.
This integration of sensor and computer is now the
fundamental area of research involving the Retina at
Penn. Tlla,t the Retina works proves the concept of
the hardwa.re, of designing custom imaging sensors for
robots. The integra.tion itself will prove the concept of
the system. The Retina. is t,he basic building block for a
real-time interactive observer.

7

Coilclusions and future plans

The development of an Active Observer is underway
at the GRASP laboratory. Although future emphasis
will be placed on the control structure of such an observer, its integration policies. and communicatioil issues
with other observers and agents in general, there is still
a need for further studies; developments and improveinents of coinponent technologies. For example, in the
case of unc1erst.anding surface reflectance, we still have
not complet,ed the theoretica,l underpinniilg of transparency. With the probleln of segmentation, while the
cooperation between surface and volumetric fittings is
necessary, aad they help in resolving ambiguities, the
first and second order primitives are clearly not. sufficient
for modeling a broad class of real life objects. Higher
order models will have t,o be invoked, but only selectively and locally aft,er the lower order fits have failed. If
this order of fitting data is violated then instabilities in
t.he fitting procedures can be expected. Finally, there is
the question of the control mechanism of the Active Observer. As shown above. we ha.ve employed the Discrete
Event Dyliainic Systenl model. DEDS is a suitable forlnalis~nt,o inodel continuous processes of observation, as
well as events occuring in discret,e intervals. As a. result,
t.his nlodel alloxvs us t,o predict the observation capability as defined by t,lie cont,rol theory community. The
assunlpt,ioil here, however. is t.lla,t the task of observa-

tion is a priori in terms of the discrete events. While in
the original theory the transitions from one statelevent
t o another were discrete, we have extended the theory
to transitions with uncertainties. The nest task should
be to loosen the requirements for explicit knowledge of
the desired observable events. These events should be
able to be generated from some rules of physics, geometry and other conventions of the object's and agent's
interactions. In conclusion, we are 011 our way to coinplete an Active Observer which has a control structure
that allows us to predict observation capabilities. The
components developed here allow the Active Observer t,o
handle moderately complex scenes of sha.pes/materials,
their spatial arrangements and their illuminations. The
real time issue of processing is a crucial one and hence
our efforts in special purpose CCD chips and relat,ed
hardware. The open questions are many but we wish
t o concentrate on the intercor~mlunicationof several observers and other agents, such as manipulatory, mobile
and human agents. Ultimately, the final issue is this:
who tells what and how much. and to ~vhom.
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